Spring 2014 - FLED

Old Business:
Seminar to 3 hrs. – is it possible?
Culture paper or Phonology case study (eliminate one)
OPIC

New Business:
2.75GPA and Writing Sample
8 new proposed key assessments for COEHS under CAEP
How to also best collect ACTFL assessments?
Realistic evaluation of candidates before student teaching
Redo all FLED and ESOL endorsement syllabi with InTASC standards (new focus on ethics)
EdTPA pilot starts fall 2014
TKES pilot starts fall 2014
Split coordinator duties fall 2014
Embed GA Code of Ethics across curriculum
Embed technology in both methods classes (gain 2 hours)
Embed all EdTPA rubrics across 3500 and 4500
2999 Kelly and Randy (fall, spring, summer, and non-completions)